Riverton Elementary Traffic Instructions
Curbing Colors:
GREEN-BUS ZONE When cones are clearly visible in this lane, cars may not use this area. When busing is complete, the cones will be removed, and cars may use this
area for drop off and pick up.
RED - NO PARKING Cars are not permitted to drop off, pick up, or park in these areas.
YELLOW- DROP OFF/PICK UP Please remain in your car. Students are to exit or enter the car on the passenger side. Please exit this lane safely.
Notes:
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Please follow directions given by staff members on duty.
No U-turns through the parking lot.
As you enter the school, the RIGHT LANE is for drop off and pick up—East of the portables and on the North side of the entryway. The LEFT LANE is for
drop off and pick up in front of the school.
To reduce congestion on 1830 West, please pull all the way forward as you enter the school property. As space ahead of you becomes available, PULL
FORWARD. This applies to both drop off and pick up.
All pedestrians (students and parents) need to use the crosswalks.
Please observe the posted speed limit (10 mph).
Lane changes are to be made in the dotted area ONLY. (Parents dropping off and picking up on the South side of the exit East of the crosswalk do not have a
dotted line. Please pull strait forward until the through lane merges with your lane.)
The area directly east of the portables is for parked cars waiting to pick up only. Do not ask children to enter your car if you are in the through lane.
STOP at the STOP signs. We will be adhering to the two stop signs at the intersection for entry/exit from the school. This allows for the established traffic
pattern to work effectively.

Success in student drop off and pick up is contingent on ALL drivers following the expectations. Thank you for being safe. Thank you for being friendly.
These procedures are in place for the safety of all students.

